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Walk audits are spacial assessments, conducted to determine
the range and degree of safety and access for pedestrians.

Our group examined and analyzed a chunk of Cecil B. Moore
Ave. The route and stop points are labeled.
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Crosswalk at Cecil B. Moore and Park from the south side of the street.

Crosswalk across Park

Bike lane along Cecil B. Moore.

1. Cecil-Park SOUTH SIDE
Large, brightly painted pedestrian crosswalk
Auditory crossing for blind pedestrians
Pedestrian signalling
Accessible sidewalks that are wide and in good condition
Student crossings at Park Avenue

Blinking lights with arrows
Pedestrian yield signs
Large, brightly painted lines indication pedestrian
crosswalk
Bike lane exists throughout the walk but needs to be
repainted
Accessible sidewalks that are wide and in good condition
Large storm drains to help prevent flooding
1. NORTH SIDE
Very busy intersection
Corner feels cluttered with unused news boxes
Could use traffic slowing measures
Bus stop without enough room for heavy walking traffic
During peak public transportation hours, walkways, stairs,
and escalators in area become congested

Bike rack at 1300 student housing

There are loop racks at the 1300 dorm, but they are not being
used. This is likely due to the lack of student populace at
Temple right now.

Buffered bike lane down 13th.

A buffered bike lane is ideal for bike commuters as it offers
separation from traffic. The lane down 13th street is clearly
marked and relatively safe for bikers.
2. Park-13th SOUTH SIDE
Large accessible sidewalk in good condition
No pedestrian signalling
No trash/recycling cans
Trash increases as we move east on Cecil B. Moore away
from Broad St.

2. NORTH SIDE
Nice wide walkable sidewalks with trees
Ambiguous blue paint indicating handicapped ramps needs
to be repainted
No trash/recycling cans
Rating: 8
We gave this section an eight as it scores fairly well with all
the five themes. It is a varied environment with accessible
retail, residential, education, and transit opportunities
Safety is promoted with pedestrian signalling, pedestrian yield
signs in the street and easily identifiable crosswalks. People
can access bike racks, outdoor seating and trees on the north
side as well as trash and recycling containers.
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CVS by Vantage

Blue emergency services pole by Vantage

Textured sidewalk panel to signify the beginning of the crosswalk

This section of sidewalk is not only accessible, as it is ramped
down, but it can alert pedestrians with vision impairments
that the sidewalk is ending. Good for safety and consideration.
13th-12th SOUTH SIDE
No trash/recycling cans
Trash scattered across ground near the church on the block
Limited sidewalk/street lights for pedestrian safety
Teeny, tiny parklet

Could use a new bench, possibly a second bench and
another tree and/or more landscaping
Could use a recycling can
Fire hydrants on sidewalk, but no paint to indicate their
location
NORTH SIDE

CVS takes up this corner
Wide sidewalk here including trash cans, lighting, some
landscaping and seating.
There is space for more seating outfront the CVS maybe
even a table or two
Emergency Blue button to promote campus safety
Rating: 6
As you walk east on Cecil B., there is more trash and less trees
as well as limited pedestrian safety measures. CVS (on the
northeastern corner of Cecil and 12th) has added trees,
seating and lighting. This corner has accessible retail, is near
many restaurants and education. The northside is well-lit and
has trees. It gets a low score because the south side of the
street is lacking in safety and comfort measures.
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Empty lot at Cecil B. Moore and 11th-12th

The empty lot signifies the end of Temple's campus. It has the
potential for creative use at the convergence of students and
local community members

12th-11th SOUTH SIDE
Tree pits not maintained
Large unused Temple parking lot, takes up the whole block
Sewer drains unmaintained, plants growing out of it and
trash overflowing
No sidewalk lights for pedestrians

Bus stop at Cecil B. Moore and 11th

Crossing over

Vantage student apartments

The seats available are not very inviting to pedestrians, and
the area is situated in front of a large metal fence enclosing
Vantage. It appears to have more decorative value than use
value.
11th- NORTH SIDE
seating for the bus stop
Maintained landscaping
Maintained sewer drains

Maintained tree pits
Trash cans
Area for student seating, however seems rarely used or
maintained
Rating: 5
North and south sides of this section of the walk are
drastically different making this more difficult to score. The
south side of the block has overflowing sewer drains,
unmaintained tree pits and a large unused Temple parking lot.
This side feels forgotten about, not designed for people. There
aren’t any seating at bus stops or pedestrian crosswalks or
signalling. The lack of business coupled with the large vacant
parking lot feels stark and not designed for people. Walking
here at night would feel unsafe. In contrast, Vantage student
residential complex takes up this block and has
The Vantage complex is closed off from the street, they have
created a small green space with seating but it feels forced
and unwelcoming due to the fencing in front of the complex.

RECOMMENDATIONS
TLC!
Fresh paint on the bike lanes, maybe adding a protected
bike lane on Cecil B. like we see on 13th St.
Pedestrian signalling along the entire route
Trash and recycling cans throughout the route
Add paint on street to indicate location of fire hydrants
More trees and better maintenance of existing trees
Spruce up the parklet at Cecil B. and 12th
Empty lot at Cecil and 11th-12th has potential for reuse
Create continuity between the north and south sides of the
street. It feels like a stark line between Temple and the
north Philadelphia community.

